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Press Information 

 

 

Premiere at SHK Essen 

 

Axor One: A New Interactive Shower Control Element 

Designed by Barber & Osgerby   

 

Schiltach/Essen, March 2016. What if individual control elements could be 

eliminated to make room for an uncluttered shower experience? Axor has 

worked on an answer to this question with the London-based design duo 

Barber & Osgerby. Axor One – the brand’s first all-in-one interactive 

shower control element – is a masterpiece of intuition, a confident, and yet 

unobtrusive statement in the shower. Generously proportioned, but 

fascinatingly clean, it is a focal point for the senses – a haven of tranquility 

in tomorrow’s shower space. Axor One makes its debut at the the SHK in 

Essen on March 09, 2016. 

 

“With Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby we transformed the idea of a 

central shower control element into an engaging, purely mechanical 

interface that refines showering into a tactile, precise and responsive 

practice”, Philippe Grohe, Vice President Design Management at 

Hansgrohe SE, explains. 

 

All-in-One: A New Level of Simplicity Thanks to Structured 

Functionality  

“Axor One allows a completely fresh interpretation of water control: by 

consolidating many individual controls into one simple element, it 

streamlines both the look and functionality of the bathroom”, according to 

Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby. The possibility to simultaneously turn 
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multiple water outlets on or off with the back of the hand or the elbow 

makes Axor One a convenient and engaging shower experience.  

 

Temperature is set by turning the central dial; a small lever directly below 

regulates water volume, and the Eco Mode reduces water consumption 

up to 50%. The flow of water is activated and deactivated by tapping of 

the paddles: clear symbols indicate the specific water outlets the user can 

choose from (e.g. overhead, hand, or side shower). This unification of 

water outlet activation, water volume regulation, and temperature control, 

gives a sleek form to a structured function.  

 

Space-enlarging and Pared Back Design 

With its monolithic but soft form, Axor One creates a new spaciousness in 

the shower – a pleasant feeling of clarity and tranquility. Plane surfaces, 

rounded edges, and an integrated mechanical interface, constitute a 

clearly structured concealed thermostat that eliminates distraction from a 

soothing shower experience. The refined proportions, sculpted form and 

accurate detailing make a timeless statement that merges seamlessly with 

any bathroom environment. With a variety of special finishes, ranging from 

subdued chrome to a bold red-gold, Axor One becomes as visible as the 

user would like it to be. 

 
Axor successfully realises “Designer Visions for Your Bathroom". In 
cooperation with Axor, leading architects, interior and product designers 
develop their vision for the bathroom as a living space. The Axor 
Collections offer a great number of unique and sustainable solutions to 
create personalised bathrooms of the highest aesthetic and technological 
levels. To date, Axor design partners include Barber & Osgerby, Ronan 
and Erwan Bouroullec, Antonio Citterio, Front, Jean-Marie Massaud, 
Nendo, Phoenix Design, Philippe Starck, and Patricia Urquiola. They all 
contribute towards making life in and around the bathroom a little more 
meaningful and beautiful.  
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Design Leader in the Sanitation Industry 
In the current ranking of the International 
Forum Design (iF), Hansgrohe SE ranks in 
10th position among 2,000 listed companies. 
With 860 points, the Schiltach-based 
bathroom mixers and shower specialist 
outperforms brands such as Apple, Daimler 
and Nike and leads the design hit list in the 
sanitation industry. 
www.hansgrohe.com/design  

 

 

Further information: Hansgrohe SE 
  - Public Relations - 
  Astrid Bachmann 
  Phone: +49 7836 51 - 1297 
  Fax: +49 7836 51 - 1170 
  E-Mail: public.relations@hansgrohe.com 
  www.hansgrohe.com 
  www.axor-design.com 

  

Find out more about  Axor on: 
www.facebook.com/axor.design 
www.twitter.com/hansgrohe_pr 

http://www.axor-design.com/
http://www.facebook.com/axor.design
http://www.twitter.com/hansgrohe_pr
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Picture Overview 
Axor One by Barber & Osgerby 

 
 

  
Axor One_Thermostat_Chrome 
Copyright: Uli Meier for Axor / Hansgrohe SE 

Axor One_Thermostat_Brushed Brass 
Copyright: Uli Meier for Axor / Hansgrohe SE 

Axor One unifies water outlet acti-
vation, water volume regulation, 
and temperature control in one in-
teractive shower control element. 

With a variety of special finishes, 
ranging from subdued chrome to a 
bolder brass, Axor One becomes as 
visible as the user would like it to be. 

 
  

 
 
 

 

Axor One_Thermostat_One Outlet 
Copyright: Uli Meier for Axor / Hansgrohe SE 

Axor One_Thermostat_Two Outlets 
Copyright: Uli Meier for Axor / Hansgrohe SE 

 

Temperature is set by turning the central dial; a small lever directly below reg-
ulates water volume, and the Eco Mode reduces water consumption up to 
50%. The flow of water is activated and deactivated by tapping of the paddles: 
clear symbols indicate the specific water outlets the user can choose from 
(e.g. overhead, hand, or side shower). Axor One is available for one, two, or 
three water outlets and shower functions. 
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Axor_One_Dream Shower_2  
Copyright: Kuhnle und Knödler for Axor /  
Hansgrohe SE 

Axor_One_Couple Shower_2 
  Copyright: Kuhnle & Knödler for Axor /  
  Hansgrohe SE 

As relaxing as in a lounge: the 
shower invites you to linger, to lose 
yourself in a moment. The clear 
lines, the open shower area, and the 
warm light accents make this room 
an exclusive sanctuary of peace and 
tranquility – this is supported by Axor 
One with its minimalistic form and its 
refined proportions. 

Axor One also offers a solution for 
couples who enjoy showering together: 
two overhead showers (Axor 
LampShower by Nendo) are controlled 
intuitively via the Axor One control 
element – the right-hand shower using 
the right-hand paddle and the left-hand 
shower using the left-hand paddle. The 
hand shower is used by both users. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Axor_One_Dream Shower_Detail 
Copyright: Kuhnle & Knödler for Axor / Hansgrohe SE 

With its monolithic but soft form, Axor One creates a new spaciousness in the 
shower – a pleasant feeling of clarity and tranquility. Plane surfaces, rounded 
edges, and an integrated mechanical interface, constitute a clearly structured 
concealed thermostat that eliminates distraction from a soothing shower expe-
rience. Shown here in combination with the Axor Starck hand shower and the 
Axor Universal Accessories program designed by Antonio Citterio. 
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Axor_One_Shower Solution_1  
Copyright: Kuhnle & Knödler for Axor / 
Hansgrohe SE 

Axor_One_Shower Solution_3 
Copyright: Kuhnle & Knödler for Axor / 
Hansgrohe SE 

An aesthetic, reduced design on the 
wall is ideal for a relaxing shower. An 
Axor One module, controlling the 
shower set, and an elegant shelf that 
can hold shower gel and shampoo are 
combined to create a clean impression 
in the shower.  
 
The shower can also be operated 
outside the wet area, meaning that the 
desired temperature can already be 
set before showering. With a slider, the 
height of the shower can be varied to 
suit the user. 
 

Private Spa Solution: Showering while 
standing or seated. The overhead 
shower, hand shower and the four 
body showers are combined innova-
tively. There is room for up to two 
people at the same time, when sitting 
next to one another, to have their 
necks massaged: one shower module 
pair per person is controlled centrally 
via the left-hand paddles on the Axor 
One control element. The right-hand 
paddle controls the overhead shower. 
To enjoy the intensive jets of water 
from several sides, simply activate all 
showers simultaneously.  
 
The hand shower is regulated via an 
additional Axor One shut-off valve. 
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Axor_One_Shower Solution_2 
Copyright: Kuhnle & Knödler for Axor / Hansgrohe SE 

Products that are placed across the corner of the shower save space while at 
the same time allowing for a rich water experience. The overhead shower rains 
down from above, while the hand shower set directs concentrated jets of water 
at the body.  
 
Via the central Axor One control element, the showers can also be controlled 
from outside the wet area, meaning that the desired temperature can already 
be set before showering. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Barber & Osgerby with Philippe Grohe  
Copyright: Alexander Schneider for Axor / Hansgrohe SE 

 
“Axor One allows a completely fresh interpretation of water control: by consoli-
dating many individual controls into one simple element, it streamlines both the 
look and functionality of the bathroom”, according to Edward Barber and Jay 
Osgerby. 
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Philippe Grohe_Portrait_BW 
Copyright: Alexander Schneider for Axor / 
Hansgrohe SE 

Philippe Grohe_Portrait_Color 
Copyright: Alexander Schneider for Axor / 
Hansgrohe SE 

The grandson of the company's founder Hans Grohe was born in 1967 in 
Switzerland. After studying photography and international marketing, he com-
pleted several special projects in the US before taking over as director of the 
French distribution subsidiary Hansgrohe S.à.r.l. in 1997. In 2001 he returned 
to the headquarters of the family-influenced company in the Black Forest as 
the head of Hansgrohe's design brand Axor. Since October 2015, Philippe 
Grohe leads the company’s holistic design management. In his free time the 
passionate photographer enjoys playing squash, diving and surfing. 
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